AC electrokinetic biased deterministic lateral displacement for tunable particle separation.
We describe a novel particle separation technique that combines deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) with orthogonal electrokinetic forces. DLD is a microfluidic technique for continuous flow particle separation based on size. We describe new tunable devices that use a combination of AC electric fields with DLD to separate particles below the critical diameter. Planar electrodes were integrated into a classical DLD device to produce a force orthogonal to the fluid flow direction. Experiments with 3.0 μm, 1.0 μm and 500 nm diameter microspheres show that at low frequencies (up to 500 Hz) particles oscillate in the direction of the field due to electrophoretic (EP)/electroosmotic (EO) forces. As the frequency of the field increases, the amplitude of these oscillations vanishes and, eventually dielectrophoresis (DEP) becomes the dominant electrokinetic force on the particles (DEP arises from electric field inhomogeneities caused by the presence of the DLD posts). Both mechanisms alter the paths of the particles inside the DLD devices leading to enhanced sorting of particles below the critical diameter of the device.